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We show that if P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of the finite symplectic groupm
Ž .Sp q , where q is a power of 2, then P has irreducible complex characters of2 m m
t mŽm1.2  degree 2 q , where t is any integer satisfying 0 t m2 , and that
q mŽm1.2 is the largest possible degree of an irreducible complex character of P .m
We include related results on the degrees of the irreducible characters of a Sylow
 Ž .2-subgroup of the split special orthogonal group SO q when q is a power of 2.2 m
 2001 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let p be a prime and let q be a positive integral power of p. Let G be a
connected reductive linear algebraic group defined over  , with associatedq
Frobenius endomorphism F. Let U be an F-stable maximal unipotent
subgroup of G. Let G F and U F denote the finite groups of F-fixed
elements in G and U, respectively. U F is then a Sylow p-subgroup of G F.
 Kazhdan showed in 2, Propositions 1 and 2 that the irreducible complex
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characters of U F can be constructed using certain linear functions defined
on the Lie algebra of U, provided that p is sufficiently large. Kazhdan’s
results imply that the degree of each irreducible character of U F is a
power of q. For an exposition of Kazhdan’s work, see, for example, 7,
Theorem 7.7 .
We may ask how much of Kazhdan’s theory can be recovered without
the ‘‘p sufficiently large’’ hypothesis, as this is somewhat restrictive. In
particular, it is of interest to know whether the degrees of the irreducible
characters of U F are always powers of q, without restriction. Isaacs
 showed in 1 that this is true if G is of type A and F is a standardm1
Ž F Ž . FFrobenius map so that we may take G to be GL q and U to be them
.unitriangular group . Applying Isaacs’s results with some additional tech-
 niques of linear algebra, Previtali showed in 5 that an identical result
Ž Fholds if G is of type C or D and p is odd so that we may take G to bem m
Ž .  Ž .. Ž .Sp q or SO q . In the case of a Sylow p-subgroup of Sp q when2 m 2 m 2 m
q is odd, the degrees of the irreducible characters are precisely the powers
i Ž .q , where 0 im m 1 2. This follows from Previtali’s main theorem
   in 5 , together with results in 6 . A simpler proof of this determination of
 the degrees has also been given by Moreto 4 . These results of Previtali´
are in general false when p 2. For example, Isaacs showed in Section 11
  Ž .of 1 that when p 2, a Sylow 2-subgroup of Sp q has an irreducible6
character of degree q2. The present paper is an attempt to describe some
of the irreducible complex characters of a Sylow 2-subgroup P , say, of them
Ž .symplectic group Sp q when q is a power of 2. Our methods also apply2 m
without significant change to a Sylow 2-subgroup of the special orthogonal
 Ž .group SO q .2 m
 As Isaacs observed in 1 , P is a semidirect product N T , where N ism m m m
a normal elementary abelian subgroup and T is the unitriangular groupm
Ž Ž ..so that T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of GL q . A standard approach tom m
investigating the characters of a semidirect product such as P is tom
consider the action of T on the linear characters of N and to describem m
the stabilizer subgroup in T of any linear character of N . While thism m
approach is rarely decisive in determining all possible character degrees,
Clifford theory does show that there are irreducible characters of P ofm
degree equal to the index in T of the stabilizer subgroup of any linearm
character of N . It turns out that the analysis of the action of T on them m
characters of N may be recast in terms of the action of T on the spacem m
of quadratic forms defined on the m-dimensional vector space m.q
This leads to an interesting problem in quadratic form theory: to describe
the isometry group in T of any given quadratic form. We have not solvedm
this problem in complete generality but the partial information that we
obtain is sufficient to prove a number of results on the irreducible
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characters of P . For example, Ito’s theorem implies that the degree ofm
  mŽm1.2any irreducible character of P is a divisor of P : N  q . Wem m m
show that irreducible characters of P of this largest possible degree existm
and we calculate the exact number of them. We also show that there exist
irreducible characters of P of degree 2tq mŽm1.2, where t is any integerm
 satisfying 1 t m2 . This fact serves to reinforce the earlier observa-
tions that the degrees of the irreducible characters of P need not bem
powers of q in the characteristic 2 case.
 Ž .A Sylow 2-subgroup Q , say, of SO q is also a semidirect productm 2 m
M T , where M is a normal elementary abelian subgroup and T is them m m m
unitriangular group. Unlike the case in P , the order of the stabilizerm
subgroup in T of a linear character of M is a power of q. However, ifm m
m	 4, the degrees of the irreducible characters of the stabilizer subgroups
need not be powers of q. For example, the stabilizer may be a Sylow
2-subgroup of a smaller symplectic group, and thus our earlier results
apply. We deduce that the degrees of the irreducible characters of Qm
need not in general be powers of q when m	 4.
1. THE SYLOW 2-SUBGROUP OF THE SYMPLECTIC
GROUP AND ITS IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS
Let V be a vector space of even dimension 2m over  and letq
b : V V  be a non-degenerate alternating bilinear form. With re-q
spect to a suitable basis of V, b is represented by the matrix
0 Imž /I 0m
and automorphisms of V represented by the matrices
A 0ž /AS A
Ž .are isometries of b and form a subgroup of Sp q . Here, A is any2 m
Ž .  Ž t.1 tmm matrix in GL q , A  A , where A is the transpose of A,m
and S is any symmetric mm matrix with entries in  . If we restrict Aq
Ž .to run over a Sylow 2-subgroup of GL q , but allow S to run over allm
symmetric matrices, the resulting matrices form a subgroup P , say, ofm
Ž .Sp q of order2 m
q mŽm1.2q mŽm1.2  q m2 ,
 Ž .  Ž .which is the 2-part of Sp q . Thus P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Sp q .2 m m 2 m
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P has a normal elementary abelian subgroup N of order q mŽm1.2,m m
consisting of all matrices of the form
I 0m ,ž /S Im
where S runs over all mm symmetric matrices with entries in  .q
For simplicity of notation, we will frequently denote such an element of Pm
by S. N is complemented in P by a subgroup T , say, consisting of allm m m
matrices of the form
A 0 ,ž /0 A
Ž .where A runs over a Sylow 2-subgroup of GL q . We will usually denotem
such an element in P by A. Clearly, T is isomorphic to a Sylowm m
Ž .2-subgroup of GL q . We note that, with the simplified notation intro-m
duced above, and the exponential denoting conjugation, S A  ASAt.
Let M denote the vector space of dimension m2 over  consisting of allq
mm matrices with entries in  . We define a symmetric bilinear form q
on M M by
 X , Y  tr XY ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .where tr XY denotes the usual trace of the matrix XY. It is a well known
fact that  is non-degenerate. Let S denote the subspace of symmetric
matrices in M and let T denote the subspace of S consisting of all
matrices X X t, as X runs over M. T consists of all symmetric matrices
whose diagonal entries are entirely zero. We will call the matrices in T
alternating matrices. We note that
dim Sm m 1 2, dim Tm m 1 2.Ž . Ž .
Our first result shows how S and T are related by .
LEMMA 1.1. With respect to the symmetric bilinear form , we hae
S 
 T .
Ž t. Ž .Proof. Since tr Y  tr Y for any Y M , we have
t t t t S, X  tr SX  tr X S  tr SX   S, XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
for any S S and any X M. It follows that
 S, X X t  0.Ž .
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This shows that T S 
 . Given our dimension formulae for S and T,
together with the fact that
dim S 
 dim M dim Sm2 m m 1 2m m 1 2,Ž . Ž .

we must have the equality S  T, as required.
Let T denote the field-theoretic trace map    . Given X M , weq 2
define a complex linear character  of the abelian group N byX m
Ž .T S , X
 S  1 .Ž . Ž .X
As  is non-degenerate and T is surjective, it is easy to check that each
complex character of N is expressible in the form  for a suitable X,m X
although the choice of X is not unique. We now describe which values of
X lead to the same character of N .m
LEMMA 1.2. Gien mm matrices X and Y, the characters  and X Y
Ž .of N are equal if and only if X Y is alternating as defined preiously .m
Proof. We have    on N if and only ifX Y m
T S, X Y  0Ž .
Ž .for all symmetric S. Since T is surjective, we must have  S, X Y  0
for all S, and the result then follows from Lemma 1.1.
Given A T , where T complements N in P , and the linearm m m m
character  of N , we define the conjugate character A of N byX m X m
A S   S A   ASAt .Ž . Ž . Ž .X X X
The stabilizer of  in T is the subgroup consisting of all A satisfyingX m
A   .X X
LEMMA 1.3. Let A be an element of T and let  be a linear characterm X
of N . Thenm
A  X X
if and only if AtXA X is alternating.
Proof. We have
Ž t .T AS A , XA S  1 .Ž . Ž .X
Since
 ASAt , X  tr ASAtX  tr SAtXA   S, AtXA ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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we see that
A   t .X A X A
The lemma follows from Lemma 1.2.
We intend now to show how the property described in Lemma 1.3 leads
to the study of quadratic forms. Let m denote the m-dimensional vectorq
space over  consisting of m 1 column vectors with entries in  .q q
Ž . m Ž . mGL q acts on  by  A for AGL q and    . Given anm q m q
mm matrix X M , we define a quadratic form Q on m byX q
Q   tX ,Ž .X
where  t denotes the transpose of . It is not difficult to see that all
quadratic forms defined on m arise in the form Q , for suitable X, andq X
that Q Q if and only if X Y is alternating.X Y
Given a quadratic form Q and an element A of T , we define a newX m
quadratic form Q A byX
Q A  Q A .Ž . Ž .X X
The subset of those A in T satisfying Q A Q is a subgroup of T ,m X X m
which we call the isometry group of Q in T . From the definition of Q ,X m X
it is clear that Q A Q t . Thus, by what we have said above,X A X A
Q A QX X
if and only if AtXA X is alternating. We therefore deduce the following
result from Lemma 1.3.
LEMMA 1.4. Let X be an mm matrix in M and let A be an element of
T . Let  be the linear character of N defined by X and let Q be them X m X
corresponding quadratic form defined on m by X. Then the stabilizerq
subgroup of  in T equals the isometry group of Q in T .X m X m
We see from this discussion that if we wish to investigate the action of
T on the characters of N , we may instead consider the action of T onm m m
the quadratic forms defined on m and try to determine the isometryq
group in T of any given quadratic form. Thus let Q be a quadratic formm
defined on m and let f be its polarization. Then we haveq
Q u Q u Q   f u , Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all vectors u and  , and f is an alternating bilinear form. Let
 4 m , . . . ,  be a basis of  . Q is completely determined if we know the1 m q
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Ž . Ž . Ž .values f  ,  for 1 i jm and Q  , . . . , Q  . We may supposei j 1 m
that the Sylow 2-subgroup T consists of all automorphisms A that act onm
the basis according to the rule
A      ,Ž . Ýi i i j j
ji
for 1 im, where the  are arbitrary elements of  . We will say thati j q
Ž .T consists of unitriangular automorphisms with respect to the basis . Wem
wish to find a suitable A T so that Q A is easily understood withm
respect to the basis. To this end, we first try to transform the polarization f
of Q into a canonical form by using elements of T . We quote them
Ž .  following result Proposition 4.1 of 3 , which, although proved in the
context of finite fields of odd characteristic, is certainly true for any field
whatsoever, as a reading of the proof will reveal.
LEMMA 1.5. Let K be a field and let W be a ector space of dimension m
 4oer K. Let  , . . . ,  be a basis for W and let f : WW K be an1 m
alternating bilinear form. Then there exists an automorphism A of W that is
unitriangular with respect to the basis such that for each index i with 1 im,
Ž . Ž .there is at most one index  i with f A , A  0.i  Ž i.
In the notation of Lemma 1.5, let  be the set of indices i for which a
Ž .  corresponding  i exists. Then  equals the rank of f , and is thus even,
since f is alternating. Moreover,  is an involutory permutation of 
which fixes no points of . This permutation plays an important part in
our later considerations. Those basis vectors  for which there is noj
Ž .corresponding  j form a basis for the radical of the transformed bilinear
form f A.
Lemma 1.5 implies that, given a quadratic form defined on m and aq
 4 mfixed basis  , . . . ,  of  , the orbit of the quadratic form under T1 m q m
contains a representative whose polarization f , say, has the property that
Ž .for each index i with 1 im, there is at most one index  i with
Ž .f  ,   0. We will say that the alternating bilinear form f is ini  Ž i.
canonical form with respect to T and that the basis vectors above are them
standard basis vectors.
We can use these ideas to investigate the isometry group in T of somem
special types of quadratic forms whose polarizations are in canonical form
with respect to T . We retain the notation previously introduced for them
next theorem.
THEOREM 1.6. Let m 2 r  , where r is a non-negatie integer and
 4 0 or 1. Let  be the inolutory permutation of 1, . . . , m defined as a
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Ž .Ž . Ž . mproduct of disjoint transpositions by  12 34 . . . 2 r 1, 2 r . Let Q : q
  be the quadratic form with polarization f defined byq
Q   Ž .i i
f  ,   0, j  i ,Ž . Ž .i j
f  ,     0Ž .i  Ž i. i
for 1 im. Then the isometry group of Q in T is elementary abelian ofm
order 2 t, where t is the number of odd indices 2 i 1 with   0,2 i1
1 i r.
Proof. Let 	 be the isometry group of Q in T . We note that, withm
respect to f , m is the orthogonal direct sum of the hyperbolic planesq
² : ² : ,  , . . . ,  ,  if m 2 r and an orthogonal direct sum of these1 2 2 r1 2 r
hyperbolic planes together with a one-dimensional radical spanned by
² : if m 2 r 1. Since the subspace  ,  is T -invariant, and2 r1 1 2 m
² :hence 	-invariant, its orthogonal complement  , . . . ,  is also 	-in-3 m
variant. Arguing by induction, it follows that any A 	 must map each of
² : ² :the hyperbolic planes  ,  , . . . ,  ,  into itself, and must fix1 2 2 r1 2 r
 if m 2 r 1.2 r1
Thus if A 	, we must have
A  Ž .2 i1 2 i1
A    
  ,Ž .2 i 2 i i 2 i1
where 
   , for 1 i r, andi q
A  Ž .2 r1 2 r1
if m 2 r 1. Now we also need
Q A  Q Ž . Ž .Ž .2 i 2 i
and thus
Q   
   
 2 Q  Q  .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 i i i i 2 i1 2 i
It follows that either 
  0 ori
  
   0.i i 2 i1
The latter equation is only possible if   0, since   0, and then we2 i1 i
obtain the solution

   1 .i i 2 i1
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Thus there are one or two solutions depending on whether  is zero2 i1
or not. It is clear now that A has order 1 or 2 and therefore 	 is an
elementary abelian group of order 2 t, where t is the number of odd indices
2 i 1 with   0.2 i1
 COROLLARY 1.7. Let m2 be the integer part of m2. Then for each
 integer t with 0 t m2 , there exists a linear character  of N whoset m
stabilizer in T is elementary abelian of order 2 t.m
We may now apply Clifford theory to deduce the existence of irreducible
complex characters of P whose degrees are not in general powers of q.m
THEOREM 1.8. Let q be a positie integral power of 2 and let m be a
 positie integer. Then for each integer t with 0 t m2 , there is an
irreducible character of the Sylow 2-subgroup P of the symplectic groupm
Ž . t mŽm1.2Sp q of degree 2 q .2 m
Proof. P is a semi-direct product of the normal abelian subgroup Nm m
by the subgroup T . In these circumstances, given a linear character  ofm
Ž .N with stabilizer T  in T , there is an extension , say, of  to them m
Ž . Pmsubgroup N T  . The induced character  of P is then irreduciblem m
 Ž .  mŽm1.2  Ž . and has degree P : N T   q T  . The required theoremm m
follows if we use for  the characters  described in Corollary 1.7.t
2. THE NUMBER OF IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS OF
P OF LARGEST DEGREEm
The group P considered in the previous section has a normal abelianm
subgroup N . It follows from Ito’s theorem that the degree of anym
  mŽm1.2irreducible complex character of P is a divisor of P : N  q .m m m
Moreover, we have seen in Theorem 1.8 that there are irreducible charac-
ters of P of degree q mŽm1.2. Our intention in this section is to describem
how these characters of largest degree arise and to count the number of
them.
Clifford theory shows that if  is an irreducible character of P ofm
maximal degree, there is a linear character  of N whose stabilizerm
subgroup in T is trivial and  Pm. Thus, to find the number ofm
irreducible characters of maximum degree, we first find the linear charac-
ters of N with trivial stabilizer subgroup in T . Following our earlierm m
work, we investigate this problem in terms of quadratic forms. We start by
constructing some simple isometries.
LEMMA 2.1. Let Q : m  be a quadratic form whose polarization f isq q
in canonical form with respect to T . Let  be a standard basis ector. Wem k
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hae the following:
Ž . Ž .a Suppose that  is in the radical of f , km, and Q   0. Thenk k
A T defined bym
A   , for all jmŽ .j j
A   Ž .m m k
is a non-triial isometry of Q.
Ž .b Suppose that  is not in the radical of f and  is the uniquek l
Ž . Ž .standard basis ector with f  ,   0. Then if k l and Q   0,k l k
A T defined bym
A   , for all j lŽ .j j
A    Ž .l l k
Ž . Ž .1is a non-triial isometry of Q proided that  f  ,  Q  .k l k
Proof. The results follow from elementary calculations.
THEOREM 2.2. Let Q : m  be a quadratic form whose polarization fq q
is in canonical form with respect to T . Suppose that the isometry group of Qm
in T is triial. Then the radical of f has dimension at most 2. Moreoer, ifm
the radical of f is non-triial, we hae the following two possibilities:
Ž .a m is een, the radical of f is two-dimensional with basis ectors
Ž . and  , and Q   0.m1 m m1
Ž .b m is odd and the radical of f is one-dimensional with basis ec-
tor  .m
Proof. Suppose that the radical of f has dimension at least 3. Then
there exist indices a, b, and c with 1 a b cm such that  ,  ,a b
Ž .and  are in the radical of f. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that Q   0c a
Ž .and Q   0. We now setb
12 Q  Q  .Ž . Ž .b a
Then we obtain
Q    Q   2 Q   0.Ž . Ž . Ž .b a b a
We now define A T bym
A   , for all j cŽ .j j
A      ,Ž .c c b a
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and observe that A is a non-trivial isometry of Q. This contradiction
implies that the radical of f has dimension at most 2.
Suppose next that the radical of f has dimension 2, and let  and  bea b
Ž .basis vectors of the radical, where a b. We note then that Q   0 bya
Lemma 2.1. We proceed to show that bm. Suppose that bm. Then
Ž .Lemma 2.1 again implies that Q   0. Following the argument above,b
we set
12
 Q  Q Ž . Ž .b a
and define A T bym
A   , for all jmŽ .j j
A     
  .Ž .m m b a
We again see that A is a non-trivial isometry of Q. This contradiction
implies that bm.
Next, we prove that am 1. Suppose, on the contrary, that am
1. Then  is not in the radical of f and there is therefore an indexm1
Ž . Ž .km 1 with f  ,   0. Lemma 2.1 implies that Q   0. Wek m1 k
now define A T by settingm
A   , for all jm 1Ž .j j
A      ,Ž .m1 m1 a k
Ž . Ž .1where Q  f  ,  . It is straightforward to check that A is aa m1 k
Ž .non-trivial isometry of Q, since Q   0. This contradiction implies thatk
Ž .am 1, as required. Lemma 2.1 further implies that Q   0.m1
Finally, suppose that the radical of f is one-dimensional and let  spana
the radical. Suppose if possible that am. Then  is not in the radicalm
of f. We have simply to repeat the arguments of the previous paragraph
with  replacing  to obtain a contradiction. Thus, we must havem m1
am in this case.
Our next task is to continue the investigation begun in Theorem 2.2 in
the case that the polarization is non-degenerate.
THEOREM 2.3. Let Q : m  be a quadratic form whose polarization fq q
is non-degenerate and in canonical form with respect to T . Suppose that them
isometry group of Q in T is triial. Then m 2 r is een and for 1 im,m
Ž . Ž . Ž .we hae f  ,   0 for j  i , f  ,   0. Here,  is the inolutoryi j i  Ž i.
 4 Ž . Ž .permutation of 1, 2, . . . , 2 r defined by  2k 1  2k,  2k  2k 1
Ž .for 1 k r. Furthermore, Q   0 for 1 i r.2 i1
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Proof. We have observed that m must be even if f is non-degenerate,
since the rank of an alternating bilinear form is even. Thus we set m 2 r,
where r is a positive integer. We also observed in Section 1 that there is an
 4involutory permutation  of 1, 2, . . . , 2 r which fixes no points such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .for each i, f  ,   0 for all j  i and f  ,   0. We prove byi j i  Ž i.
Ž .induction that  2 i 1  2 i. Suppose that this has been established for
Ž .all indices j less than k if k 1, this hypothesis is satisfied vacuously but
Ž . Ž . 2k 1  2k. Then our induction hypothesis implies that  2k 1 
Ž .2k. Let t  2k . Then t 2k by our induction hypothesis. As 2k 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .  2k 1 and 2k  2k , Lemma 2.1 implies that Q  2 k1
Ž .Q   0.2 k
We define A T bym
A   for all j t ,  2k 1Ž . Ž .j j
A    Ž .t t 2 k1
A     ,Ž . Ž2 k1.  Ž2 k1. 2 k
Ž . Ž .where  f  ,   0 and  f  ,   0. Nowt 2 k 2 k1  Ž2 k1.
Q    Q    f  ,   2 Q  Q Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t 2 k1 t t 2 k1 2 k1 t
Q    Q    f  ,   2 Q Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž2 k1. 2 k  Ž2 k1.  Ž2 k1. 2 k 2 k
Q  ,Ž . Ž2 k1.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .since Q  Q   f  ,   f  ,   0. We also2 k1 2 k t 2 k1  Ž2 k1. 2 k
have
f    ,      f  ,    f  ,   0.Ž . Ž .Ž .t 2 k1  Ž2 k1. 2 k 2 k1  Ž2 k1. t 2 k
It is easy to see from these calculations that A is a non-trivial isometry of
Ž .Q. This contradiction implies that  2k 1  2k and thus  has the
Ž .required form. Finally, as 2 i 1  2 i 1 for all i, Lemma 2.1 implies
Ž .that Q   0 for 1 i r.2 i1
Theorem 2.3 enables us to provide more detail to the conclusions of
Theorem 2.2. We omit the proof of the next result, as it follows from an
application of Theorem 2.3 to the situation described in Theorem 2.2.
COROLLARY 2.4. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 and that f is
degenerate. Then one of the following two possibilities holds.
Ž .a m 2 r is een and the conclusions of Theorem 2.3 hold for the
subspace spanned by  , . . . ,  , with r 1 replacing r.1 2 r2
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Ž .b m 2 r 1 is odd and the conclusions of Theorem 2.3 hold for
the subspace spanned by  , . . . ,  .1 2 r
Our next result shows how we may adjust the values taken by a
quadratic form on standard basis vectors.
LEMMA 2.5. Let Q : m  be a quadratic form whose polarization f isq q
in canonical form with respect to T . Let  and  be standard basis ectorsm k l
Ž . Ž .with k l and f  ,   0. Suppose that Q   0. Then there existsl k k
Ž . Ž .A T such that A is an isometry of f , Q A Q  for all i l, andm i i
Ž .Q A  0.l
Proof. We define A T bym
A   for all i lŽ .i i
A     ,Ž .l l k
Ž . Ž .1where Q  f  ,  . It is clear that A is an isometry of f , and thatl l k
Ž Ž .. Ž .Q A  Q  for all i l. Furthermore,i i
Q A  Q    Q    f  ,   2 Q Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l l k 1 l k k
Q  Q   0.Ž . Ž .l l
Thus A has the required property.
As a final ingredient of our analysis of those quadratic forms whose
isometry group in T is trivial, we consider the uniqueness of the canoni-m
cal forms for the associated polarizations.
LEMMA 2.6. Let m 2 r be een and let f and g be alternating bilinear
m m  4forms defined in    . Let  be the inolutory permutation of 1, . . . , 2 rq q
Ž . Ž .gien by  2k 1  2k,  2k  2k 1, for 1 k r. Suppose that,
for 1 i, j 2 r, we hae
f  ,   0, if j  iŽ . Ž .i j
f  ,   0Ž .i  Ž i.
g  ,   0, if j  iŽ . Ž .i j
g  ,   0.Ž .i  Ž i.
Then if g f A for some A T , f must equal g.m
Proof. Suppose that g f A for some A T . Now m is the orthogo-m q
² : ² :nal direct sum of the non-degenerate subspaces  ,  and  , . . . , 1 2 3 2 r
² :with respect to both f and g. Since any element of T leaves  , m 1 2
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² :invariant, we deduce that A must map  , . . . ,  into itself. Arguing by3 2 r
induction on r, we see then that A maps each of the two-dimensional
² : ² :subspaces  ,  , . . . ,  ,  into itself. Thus we must have, for1 2 2 r1 2 r
1 i r,
A  Ž .2 i1 2 i1
A      ,Ž .2 i 2 i i 2 i1
for some    . Therefore,i q
g  ,   f A  , A   f  ,  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 i1 2 i 2 i1 2 i 2 i1 2 i
Since this holds for all i, f and g are identical.
The results that we have obtained so far enable us to give a fairly
complete solution to the quadratic form problem posed in this section, as
we will now explain. Thus, suppose that Q : m  is a quadratic formq q
whose polarization f is in canonical form with respect to T and that them
isometry group of Q in T is trivial. We consider first the case thatm
m 2 r is even. There are two possibilities here.
Ž .a The alternating form f is non-degenerate and the situation
described in Theorem 1.6 holds, except that it may also be assumed that
Ž .Q   0 for 1 i 2 r.i
Ž .b The radical of f is two-dimensional with basis vectors  and2 r1
Ž . Ž . . Furthermore, Q   0 and the conclusions of part a above2 r 2 r1
apply to the non-degenerate subspace spanned by  , . . . ,  , with r 11 2 r2
in place of r.
We remark that Theorem 1.6 implies that the situation described in case
Ž . Ž .a does lead to a trivial isometry group in T . This is also true in case b .m
We may prove this as follows. Let A T be an isometry of Q. A mustm
map the non-degenerate subspace spanned by  , . . . ,  into itself and1 2 r2
then the argument of Theorem 1.1 shows that A must act trivially on this
subspace. Similarly, A must map the radical into itself and thus must fix
Ž . Ž . . Moreover, as Q   0, it follows that Q    2 r1 2 r1 2 r 2 r1
Ž .Q  for any non-zero value of the scalar . This implies that A fixes 2 r 2 r
also and thus A is the identity.
Ž . Ž . rLemma 2.6 implies that in case a , Q falls into one of q 1 disjoint
equivalence classes under the action of T on quadratic forms, the classesm
Ž .being determined by the different non-zero values taken by f  ,  ,i  Ž i.
Ž . rwhere i ranges over odd indices. Likewise, Q falls into one of q 1
Ž . Ž . rdisjoint equivalence classes in case b . This gives a total of 2 q 1
quadratic forms lying in disjoint equivalence classes and having trivial
isometry group in T .m
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Next, we suppose that m 2 r 1 is odd. There is only one possibility
here.
Ž .c The radical of f is one-dimensional with basis vector  . The2 r1
Ž .conclusions of part a apply to the non-degenerate subspace spanned by
 , . . . ,  .1 2 r
Ž . Ž . rIn case c , we find that Q falls into one of q q 1 disjoint equiva-
lence classes. If we now take into account the correspondence between the
action of T on the linear characters of the normal subgroup N and them m
action of T on quadratic forms, we find that we have proved the followingm
theorem.
THEOREM 2.7. Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of the symplectic groupm
Ž .Sp q . Then the number of irreducible complex characters of P of largest2 m m
mŽm1.2 Ž . r Ž . rpossible degree q is 2 q 1 if m 2 r is een and q q 1 if
m 2 r 1 is odd.
3. ON THE IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS OF A SYLOW
2-SUBGROUP OF THE SPECIAL ORTHOGONAL GROUP
Following our construction of the subgroup P of the symplectic group,m
we consider matrices of the form
A 0 ,ž /AT A
Ž .where, as before, A runs over a Sylow 2-subgroup T of GL q , but Tm m
now runs over all alternating mm matrices with entries in  . Theq
subset of all such matrices forms a subgroup Q , say, of P . Q contains am m m
normal elementary abelian subgroup M , say, consisting of all matrices ofm
the form
I 0m ,ž /T Im
Ž .where T runs over the subspace T of M. Since dim Tm m 1 2, we
have
  mŽm1.2M  qm
      mŽm1.Q  M T  q .m m m
Q is of course a semi-direct product of M by T . It can be shown thatm m m
Q is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of the split special orthogonalm
 Ž .group SO q , but we will omit details of the verification.2 m
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Our work on the irreducible characters of P can be used to obtainm
quite detailed information on Clifford theory relating to the characters of
Q , as we will now explain. Given X and Y in M , let  and  denotem X Y
the restrictions of the linear characters  and  of N to M . SinceX Y m m
T 
 S , the argument of Lemma 1.2 implies that    if and only ifX Y
X Y is symmetric.
The subgroup T acts on the linear characters of M according to them m
rule
A T   T A   ATAtŽ . Ž . Ž .X X X
for A T . The proof of Lemma 1.3 implies that A   if and only ifm X X
AtXA X is symmetric.
We now relate this condition to the study of alternating forms.
Let X be an element of M. We may define an alternating bilinear form
F on m  m by settingX q q
F u ,   ut X X t  .Ž . Ž .X
The group T acts on such alternating forms by the rule F  F A, wherem X X
F A u ,   F Au, A .Ž . Ž .X X
We call the subgroup of all A T satisfying F A  F the isometrym X X
group of F in T . We have F A  F if and only ifX m X X
At X X t A X X t .Ž .
It is elementary to check, however, that AtXA X is symmetric if and
tŽ t. tonly if A X X A X X . Thus we have obtained the following
result.
LEMMA 3.1. Let X be an mm matrix in M and let A be an element of
T . Let  be the linear character of M defined by X and let F be them X m X
corresponding alternating bilinear form defined on m  m. Then the stabi-q q
lizer of  in T equals the isometry group of F in T .X m X m
 The action of T on alternating bilinear forms is investigated in 3 inm
the context of finite fields of odd characteristic. As we noted already in
 connection with Lemma 1.5, the results of 3 hold for finite fields of
characteristic 2. In particular, the formula given for the orders of the
isometry groups in T of alternating bilinear forms is valid in characteris-m
tic 2. Thus we deduce the following theorem on the existence of irre-
ducible characters of Q whose degrees are powers of q.m
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Ž .  THEOREM 3.2. For eery integer b with 0 bm m 1 2 m2 ,
there exists an irreducible character of Q of degree q b.m
Ž .For m 2, Q is an abelian group. It is also known that SO q ism 6
Ž .isomorphic to PSL q and thus Isaacs’s theorem implies that the degrees4
Ž 2 .of the irreducible characters of Q are powers of q they are 1, q, and q .3
When m	 4, this behaviour changes. Suppose that m 2 r is even. We
may certainly then define a non-degenerate alternating bilinear form on
m  m whose stabilizer subgroup in T is a Sylow 2-subgroup ofq q m
Ž .Sp q . Then if r	 2, our results of Section 1, together with elementary2 r
Clifford theory, imply that Q has irreducible characters of degreem
t 3 r Ž r1.2   Ž2 q , where 1 t r2 . The power of q equals the index in T2 r
Ž . r Ž r1.2 .of a Sylow 2-subgroup of Sp q multiplied by q . When m 2 r2 r
1 is odd, we may also define an alternating bilinear form on m  mq q
Ž .whose stabilizer subgroup in T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Sp q . We dom 2 r
this by choosing an alternating bilinear form f of rank 2 r whose radical is
spanned by  . The isometry group of f in T must fix  and map them m m
non-degenerate subspace spanned by  , . . . ,  into itself. Thus we can1 m1
arrange matters so that we obtain the required isometry group. In this
case, Q has irreducible characters of degree 2tq r Ž3 r1.2, where 1 tm
 r2 .
We sum up this discussion with our final result.
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that m 2 r is een. Then a Sylow 2-subgroup
 Ž . t 3 r Ž r1.2Q of SO q has irreducible characters of degree 2 q , wherem 2 m
 1 t r2 . When m 2 r 1 is odd, Q has irreducible characters ofm
t r Ž3 r1.2  degree 2 q , where 1 t r2 .
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